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Abstract:  Intellectualization  of  the  economic environment, innovation activity, degree of information
resources mastery are now becoming an essential basis of existence in highly efficient market economy.
National innovative capacity is the basic characteristic of modern society. Avalanche of complexity and scale
have led to an increase in non-linear transformation of the innovation process. Strategic expansion of state
regulation of national innovative system becomes crucial since innovative processes become more complex.
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INTRODUCTION dissemination of new technologies within a particular

By  the  end  of the first decade of the XXI century innovative activity, degree of information resources
the new global economic system has developed. It can be mastery are now becoming the essential basis of highly
characterized by the deepening system integrity and efficient market economy existence. National innovative
expansion of post-industrial transformation of national capacity is the basic characteristic of modern society [1].
economies. It exists in the condition of constant growth The share of GDP dedicated to the development of
of productivity and escalating limitations of primary knowledge, new technology, equipment, organization of
resources in its background. This happens due to production in developed countries accounts for 80% to
ongoing innovation in different sectors and at different 95%. The introduction of new technologies is a key factor
structural levels of single economies, regions and global of success in market competition. It helps to improve
economy as well. It is not surprising that such concepts production efficiency and quality of goods and services.
as innovation or national innovative system are The aim of this study was to analyze modern trends
mentioned in any public scientific review. Discussions of innovative process development within the strategic
and debates on innovative processes and their role in expansion of state regulation of national innovative
further global economic development are common at systems.
almost all summits and political meetings. Kondratiev N.D. [2], Schumpeter J. [3], Hayek F. [4]

Global trends convincingly show that a country can’t made fundamental contribution to the theory of
have any path of development but the formation of an innovative processes. Their works formed the basis of the
economy based on knowledge. Underestimation of this NIS theory that was developed later by Lundvall B. [5],
circumstance leads to the fact that the country is ousted Freeman K. [6], Nelson R. [7], Metcalfe S. [8]. Significant
from the market of high-tech products to the peripheral contribution to the theory of innovative processes and
zone of the global economy. This ultimately will prevent their influence on modern economy were made by Russian
the country from sustaining high living standards and scientists Lvov D.S., Glazyev S.Yu.[9], Ivanova N.I. [10].
ensuring the safety of the society. Theoretical principals developed by these authors were

It is not  an accident  that  with  the  beginning  of used as the basis for writing this article.
the XXI  century  the concepts of both economic and The study consists of two sections.  The  first
production systems are complemented by the concept of section analyses current trends in the formation of
national innovative system. This term is defined as a set innovative processes. The second section analyzes the
of institutions that belong both to private and public transformation features NIS functioning in the conditions
sectors that are responsible for the development and of post-industrial trends.

country. Intellectualization of the economic environment,
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Innovation and Innovative Processes: In the last quarter of is no certain the one and the best national innovation
the XX century the rapid progress of science and system as there is no the one and the most effective
technology in the field of microelectronics and computer national innovative strategy.
science has led to acceleration of transformation in Meanwhile all national innovative systems have
technological structure, which led to the emergence and certain common features. Thus experience of economically
rapid growth of information industry [9]. and technologically more competitive countries can and

As a result by the edge of the centuries a four-branch should be taken into account by less competitive
division of the economic system has formed: countries.

Mining and processing industry; innovative systems it is useful to identify the nature of
Traditional heavy industry (material and labor innovation. Innovations can be defined in two main types:
intensive);
High-tech  industry  characterized  by  relatively low Incremental innovation. This type undermines the
both material and labor intensity, but with high share import of existing technologies and know-how from
of R&D expenses; abroad and their adjustment to local conditions and
“soft” technologies (services), such as software national economy.
development, system integration, consulting, Linear or direct innovation. In this case the creation
education etc. [8]. of know-how and new technologies takes place.

In industrial economies the most share of the added and for this particular region as well.
value creation is devoted to the first three groups of
industries either during the extraction and primary The roughest classification of economic systems
processing of raw materials or in the process of divides their national innovative systems in two
production. In post-industrial countries or in countries absolutely different types:
based on the economy of knowledge the sector structure
of the economy moves towards a steady increase in the Administrative-command (centralized national
share of two latter groups of industries in the value added innovation systems);
process. Market (decentralized national innovation systems).

However the market itself can’t force investors
withdraw their funds from profitable commodity sectors Historical experience can now describe the qualitative
and  move  capital into free sectors with very high risks differences between the two national innovative systems
and a longer payback period. According to many experts and analyze their strengths and weaknesses.
this  allocation  can  be  made only by the government.
The requirement for organizing the economic life of the General features of centralized national innovation
society on the post-industrial stage is the active role of systems.
the state, its intervention in the creation of institutional
conditions for the development of innovative economy. The most important example of this type of national
One of the most striking aspects of such organization is innovative systems was introduced in the USSR and
the creation of national innovative system of the existing China (until 1978).
network through the new model of knowledge Main subjects of national innovative strategy were
development [10]. big research and engineering organizations, experimental

An essential characteristic of any national innovative production units managed by the relevant ministry or
system is almost entirely determined by basic features of agency. At first approximation in such schemes the linear
both economic and political system of the country in model  of  innovative  processes  can   be  determined.
which it was formed. Innovative systems of different New knowledge was created as a result of fundamental
countries vary as government strategies of development research in relevant R&D units. Then it was transmitted to
vary as well. This can be explained by differences in the applied research units, experimental production and on up
level of industrial and technological development, amount to the industrial scale of production. Because of social
of R&D investment and other factors including historical paradigm small innovative enterprises didn’t exist in this
peculiarities. Nowadays long-term studies show that there type of national innovation system.

In order to determine key points of the national

These technologies are new both at the global level
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Government centrally allocated public resources in areas of science, technology and high-tech industries and
order to achieve scientific objectives. Within the eventually led to the loss in the technological race and
administrative-command strategy all innovations were threw the countries’ economies to the periphery of the
injected or pushed by the central government. global economic system.

The absence of private property rights on intellectual Modern national innovative systems are based on
product made by individual inventors eliminated huge fundamentally different economic paradigm. Liberal
motivation lever associated with the desire to receive innovation concept dominates the administrative concept
economic value, benefits and prospects for the of national innovative system. In practical terms this
development. Even just for these reasons so-called means:
“problem of implementing” innovations in the
administrative-command innovative system was Openness of the economy, its inclusion in global
essentially insoluble. economy;

At the same time the administrative-command Legitimate private property rights, including the
innovative system has some significant advantages: property on the results of intellectual activity;

Possibility to concentrate huge amount of intellectual Legislative provision of competitive environment
and material resources that are key factors to solving that constantly focuses producers on consumers’
ambitious government large-scale scientific and interests and thus promotes continuous innovation.
engineering problems;
Favorable economic and social conditions for the Before proceeding to the analysis of contemporary
development of basic research; conceptual features of national innovative system
Opportunity to solve particular problems due to formation in the condition of deepening and widening of
cheap intellectual resources. innovative process, it is necessary to look through the

By the end of the 1980’s - early 1990’s with the The simplest model that describes the interaction
growth of global post-industrial trends in the global between the elements of national innovative system uses
economy it made clear that there were some incorrigible traditional linear model of innovation in the economy [10].
defects inherent in the administrative-command national However due to complexity of the development and up
innovative system. Main disadvantages were the scaling of innovative process this model can’t adequately
following: assess the current reality of innovation. Currently the

Lack of transparency, closed system and as a
consequence no real connection between social It becomes more complex;
needs, science priorities and technology policy; Has an increasing number of participants;
Centralized management, very low mobility and Innovations include not only technological changes
flexibility, low efficiency of resource usage; but also changes in management, organization
Low staff mobility; charts;
Low flexibility and mobility of all structures, Enhanced coordination and integrity of innovation.
including, for example, the thematic structure of
research and development; Increasing openness means strengthening of
Oversupply  of  labor  at  all  stages  of  the cycle. international scientific and technical cooperation.
This often led to the emergence of labor “dead By the beginning of the XXI century the world has
wood” in many spheres of national innovative developed non-linear model of innovation. Its
system. distinguishing features are:

These disadvantages determined the growing The creation and transformation of new knowledge
backlog of the countries with administrative-command by specific economic entities with their values and
national innovative system type in the most advanced interests;

Equality of business entities in economic activities;

transformation of the model that underlay the innovation.

innovative process has following features:
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A  crucial  role  in the innovative process is played development is influenced by the macroeconomic policy,
not so much by the actors themselves but the regulatory and legal system, forms of direct and indirect
relationship between them; government control, the condition of scientific,
It is becoming more important how, by what rules technological and industrial capacity, domestic
and laws these relations are regulated in particular commodity markets, labor markets as well as historical and
economic system; cultural traditions and peculiarities. Thus, innovative
New knowledge in the innovation cycle can be processes  flourish  in  federal  states  (U.S.,   Germany)
produced not only in its beginning but anywhere in and in unitary ones (France), in constitutional monarchy
the cycle at any subject of innovation. (UK, the Netherlands, Spain) as well as under the

Successful implementation of non-linear innovative critical success factor in creation of competitive national
model is possible only if it contains the “state system” innovative system is the stability of political situation and
unit. This unit should have a function to promote and strategic will of the government.
ensure the creation of innovation as well as ongoing Analysis of the existing international experience
management  of  the  entire  organization  chain through shows that national innovative system as a compulsory
the creation and implementation of innovative products. element of modern national economic corresponds
This unit examines economic impact of the innovations uniquely to levels of socio-economic relations and
usage and defines the process of resource distribution development  of  the productive forces of the country.
devoted to the creation and usage of innovation and This implies that the strategy of national innovative
optimization on all lifecycle levels. In other words in terms system creation and development should be formed
of growth and nonlinearity of the innovation cycle the individually by every country. However a perquisite for
role of through chain management grows as it serves to investment in national innovative system creation in
increase the efficiency of economic actors, their alliances emerging countries is the set of rules developed under
and consortia. UNIDO and OECD. This set of recommendations are

All submitted arguments serve to prove that as sufficiently standardized and don’t take into account
complexity of innovation is a perquisite for successful national peculiarities of the country.
development  state control of strategic national Perhaps only “Asian tigers” and China have
innovative system should rise. managed to overcome this obstacle and built their own

ExpandingGovernment Regulation ofStrategic National and economic interests. Due to wise strategy Chinese
Innovative Systems: Increased attention to the government managed to create quite unique design of
development of innovative processes in the global national innovative system which combines elements of
economic system has appeared largely due to the activity the command and market concepts.
of OECD and UNIDO.

In the 1980’s a large group of authors almost CONCLUSION
simultaneously  began  to  develop  the concept of
national  innovative  system  [3-8].  There are some In the XXI century the most important element that
features that  are  common  for  their  studies. Among determines the development of global economic system is
them  are  the  estimation  of  national innovative system innovation. For its successful implementation it is
as a  process  and  a result of integration of important to form national innovative system within the
heterogeneous  structures  engaged  in  the production country’s national economy.
and  commercialization  of  science  and  technology As the complexity of innovative processes grows the
within national borders (small and large companies, perquisite for the development is the expansion of
universities and research institutes), a complex of government control of strategic national innovative
institutions, legal, financial and social interaction with system. Its creation is influenced by many objective
strong national roots, traditions, political and cultural factors including the size of the country, availability of
characteristics. natural and human resources, historical development,

In different countries national innovative system can level of government institutions and forms of
serve different goals. In each case the strategy of its entrepreneurship.

communist regime in China. That would suggest that a

national innovative systems with the account to political
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